Suppose A78( Y) = 1; we can then define log« (Y) as the unique such A. It is readily seen (Theorem IV, §3) that any B in 8(F) determines(2) a member Q of 8 (7) such that B=\ogtiY)+Q.
Of special interest is the case 8 = e = {X| | Im \| <ir} corresponding to the principal value of the logarithm. If 0 is in the principal component pi(F) of the resolvent set of Y, there exist sets 8 such that A78( Y) -1; this is shown in §3 to be a consequence of the Dunford operational calculus. Conversely, this calculus is inapplicable [2, p. 125 ] if 0€£pi(F); in fact, it is beyond its power to exhibit one single member of 8(F) for such operators Y. In 1.1 we give an example of an operator Fsuch that O^pi(F) and 8(F) ^0. The condition 0£pi(F) is therefore not necessary(3) for 8( Y) 5^0, and will be omitted, in certain cases considered here.
In particular, if Y is a unitary operator on a Hilbert space, then Nti Y) = 1 when neither 1 nor -1 are eigenvalues of Y (see §9). Attempts at extending this property lead naturally to the class U of all operators Y defined on a reflexive space and satisfying sup {|| F"|||«=0, +1, +2, ±3, •••}<». Members of U were called "uniformly bounded transformations" by E. R. Lorch(4), who first studied their properties. [January Suppose that F£U, and that neither 1 nor -1 are eigenvalues of Y. Our main result (Theorem VI) states that there exists at most one bounded operator A with exp (iA) = Y whose spectrum lies on the closed interval [ -it, it]; moreover, Nt(Y)=l if and only if such an A exists. Our proofs depend largely on the spectral resolution constructed by Lorch for such operators [3] , which enables us, in a sense, to "split" (in §7) the spectrum of Y.
A fundamental role is performed here by the relation defined by (ii) for arbitrary bounded operators Y and A. It follows from Theorem I that this relation holds whenever A is a function of Y (in the sense of Dunford's operational calculus), provided the spectrum of Fdoes not separate the plane.
We note that 11 and 21= {iA\AG%(Y), YGU} include the class of unitary and bounded self-adjoint operators, respectively. If X belongs to either U or 31, then all isolated points of the spectrum of X are eigenvalues of X. Moreover, the residual spectrum of X is empty when X£2l, or in case XGVL and 8(^)^0 (Theorem V, 6.5).
1.1. Application. Let (a) denote the infinite matrix (an_»), -°° <», v< + oo. Let 6n = 0 if n9^ -1, o_i = l, and cn = i( -l)n/n, c0 = 0. The matrices (b) and (c) represent two transformations Ej, and 7* on any one of the reflexive spaces lp, p>l.
It has been established(6) that these are bounded operators whose spectra are, respectively, the whole circumference of the unitcircle, and the interval [ -it, ir]; moreover exp ( -1'7*) =E\.
We thus have an illustration of the case 0Gpx(E*), %(E*) 5^0. Note that E\. has no eigenvalues^) and E\x= {xB+i|n}, xGlP-Therefore Tt*£U, and the conclusion Nt(E\) =1, -ii* =loge (Ej,) now follows from Theorem VI.
Preliminaries.

Notation.
Linear transformations which map a fixed Banach space into itself will be called operators; these we denote by A, B, X, Y, Z, I (the identity), and 0 (the zero). The values of X for which X7-Y has a bounded inverse operator Y\ form the resolvent set p(Y) of Y. The component of p(Y) containing the point at infinity will be symbolized by pi(F).
We shall write Y<B if any bounded operator commuting with Y commutes then also with B. The following properties are easily verified:
(a) X< Y implies XY=YX, (b) X<Yand Y<A implies X <A, (c) Z"»--XBF«=Ximplies(6) Y<X.
Lemma(7)
. Suppose AG%(Y) and Y<A; then any B in 8(F) deter-(5) See G. L. Krabbe, Abelian rings and spectra of operators on lp, to appear in Proc. Amer.
Math. Soc. (6) The X" are complex, and convergence is assumed; see 7.1. If we now call Q = B -A, then exp Q = I and B=A+Q. The proof is concluded by noting that B<Q follows from B<A and A-B -Q. ZYx=?xZ, XGpi(F), follows from 2.3; this holds "a fortiori" for XG/fe =daCpi(F), and therefore (8) We say that / is holomorphic on 6 whenever / is a one-valued function, defined and analytic on 6.
This concludes the proof. This is an immediate consequence of 3.5 and 3.3, in view of the fact that (9) /(exp«)=«. where/ is now the principal value of the logarithm. 02) The notation used here is defined in the introduction.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2) (?"£8(in); moreover [6, p. 410] <r((?") C {2wni} C8« (a = 27r«). But the operator 2wniln also has these properties; we therefore deduce from 3.8 that Qn = 2irniln. The conclusion follows from Q = Q £nPn = £n (?"P"=£"2™iPn. Proof. This is an obvious consequence of 2.2, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.5. (The symbolism was defined in the introduction.) 3.11. Orientation. We shall henceforth investigate operators Y such that <r(F)Cr0= {X| |x| =1}; the Dunford functional calculus is not applicable when <r(F) =T0 (since 0£pi(F)). Our aim will be to establish ATC(F) = 1 under conditions which allow the possibility (r(F) =r0. Proof. From 4.3(a) and our hypothesis that every point on (a, it] is a point of constancy, follows easily that { F}2 must be the same for all X on 6. Punctuality.
Definition.
Let r(X) and OoiX) denote, respectively, the residual spectrum of X, and the set of isolated points of aiX); we say that X is punctualii ooiX)CpiX).
Lemma. If f is holomorphic on some open set b~Z)oiX), then /(A(X)) =\(JiX)),
where A=cr, p. In particular, if f is one-to-one on b, and a£b, then ( 
6) a £ A(X) ±5fia) £ A(f(X)) (A = c, p, r).
The proof is given in 9.6. Proof. Let 4>(K) =exp (iX), and note that (f>i<riA')) =ct(0(^')) =o-(F)Cr0
(from 6.2 and 5.3), so that cr(^4') is included in some open interval 3'£(-oo, oo). Consider a point a0' and an interval 30', both arbitrary except for the requirement ai £3o C3'; we can find a positive integer m and a real number r such that the function g(X) =t + (w_1)X satisfies giZo)3ir, g(ao')£(0, w) and maps 3' into an interval 3 of diameter less than ir.
Call A =giA'). The function <p is one-to-one on 3I)o-(.4), and <j>iA) = Y = exp {irl+iim~l)A } is easily checked to be a member of U. By 5.3 we have ri<f>iA)) =0; a repeated application of (6) now yields tigiriA'))} = 4>{rigiA'))} = <p{riA)} = r{*iA)} = 0, therefore r(^4')=0.
It remains to show ooiA')CpiA').
To that effect, suppose a0' £o-o(^4'). in fact, let «o be the only point of <r(.4') in 30'; if we call a=giai) and ip, q) = g(3o'i), then a>0 and (8) |F};-{F}U {Y}1= {0} = {Y}1.
The conclusion oo(A')Gp(A') is now at hand. We supposed ai Go~o(A');
if aJGp(A'), then (applying (6) (7). 6.4. Theorem V. 7/53= {B | aB £8 (V), F£U, a complex}, then any member of 23W U is punctual.
Proof. If aBG2(V), F£U, then exp (i{ -iaB}) = V, and 6.3 shows that -iaB is punctual; therefore B is punctual (by (6)) whenever T3£33. If F£U and X£oo(F), then IaCp(F) for some a; we see from 3.8 that this implies the existence of a member A of 8( F) with A =/( F), / being one-to-one on b = ~laDo-(F).
Hence A £33, A is punctual, and F is punctual by (6). Proof. The notation will be the one specified in 7.3. Set k'?±k, k' = 1, 2 throughout;
we first gather a few obvious facts (see 7.2).
(2) ZKX = ZX if XxGK when x£D(X), Now Y<S (see 7.6) and therefore ZS = SZ, whence ZiSA)=SiZA)=SiAZ), which yields ZA =AZ by 7.6. This concludes the proof. is holomorphic on the connected subregion 35(A) of y= {T\f is holomorphic on a{T)}; it is easily inferred from his proof that/(r) is locally holomorphic on J.
9.5. Lemma. The conditions of 9.4 imply that pK(Y)=f(pK(X)).
Proof. Suppose pGp*( Y). By 9.4, it suffices to show that p=f(ct) for some aGp*(X). We can find an open set aZ)o(X) with aCb, and such that k(K) =p -/(X) has only a finite number of zeros 8 = {an\ n} in a, and none on da. Note (1) and (v) . From (w) we accordingly infer that A^[a"]£<!P< for some n, whence <x"GPk(T). This concludes the proof, since p=f(a").
9.6. Proof of 6.2. Note that px(Z) =p(Z), so that f(A(X)) =A(/(X)) holds for A-a, p (by 9.5 and the Dunford mapping theorem (10)). If/ is one-to-one on b, thenf(A(X))=A(f(X)) implies (u) « £ A(X) t=ff(a) £ A(f(X)).
Consequently (u) holds for A=o-, px, pz-That (u) holds also for A=r is now seen to be a consequence of the definition r(Z) = {a\aGp2(Z) and a^px(Z)}.
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